
LDR - Bar Handle retrofit set
Older aluminum shutters like to cause problems. The previously used double handle has a hidden lock inside the guide rail. This system is vulnerable 
and causes the closure to hook, jam or self-open the shade. With the retrofit set the closure of aluminum shutters can be renewed with little effort. 

1) Principle of operation 

The existing handle system is dismantled and the remaining hole pattern covered with the completely pre-mounted on a L-angle retrofit kit. The 
connection is made by screws or rivets, an additional bond is recommended. The mounting of the locking hooks is done by means of supplied rivets. 
The height of the whole unit is 88mm and the depth 45mm.
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2) Required dimensions and information

In order to deliver a suitable set, the existing roller blind must be measured: 
Dimension X: width of the handle bar incl. end caps. Depends of the mounting position of the locking hooks. 
Dimension Y: Dimension between the side seals of the guide rails. 
Dimension Z: Depth offset between the roller shutter surface and the mounting surface of the locking hooks. 
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A suitable set will be delivered according to your specifications. The dimension Z is set by means of enclosed spacer plates for the closing hooks or 
vice versa by a spacer plate for the L-angle. Rivets for the locking hooks of appropriate length are included. 

3) Scope of delivery

4) Inquiry / order / dimensional drawings

Rubber buffers on the top can be 
used as the upper end stop instead 
of the closing hooks. The buffers hit 
the upper panel of the vehicle

Reflector optional 
orange or red

Please also note our videos on the LDR retrofitset on youtube! 
You can access the relevant linksvia our homepage-> Roller shutters -> Bar Handle retrofit!

With our assembly video linked there, you can get an overview of the conversion. 
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